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OUTSIZE IMPACT: The first cargo being loaded at Sabine Pass last year
Photo: Cheniere Energy

US projects set to give big
boost to LNG carrier rates
‘Destination diversity’ creates greater tonne miles and tighter vessel demand
Michael Angell
Stamford

New US LNG projects are having
an outsize effect on shipping rates
— and with more cargoes due to
hit the market this year, vessels
could enjoy periods of strong spot
earnings, according to executives
and analysts.
The opening of the second export train at the Sabine Pass terminal on the US Gulf Coast helped
spot LNG shipping rates to more
than double briefly last year, says
Wells Fargo Securities analyst
Michael Webber.
Although the second train’s
debut was well known to the market, Webber says traders under
estimated the impact of “merchant” or spot cargoes coming
from the train. The upshot was
spot freight rates going from
$20,000 per day to as high as
$50,000 per day over the second
half of 2016.

“These incremental US LNG
 olumes may tighten the market
v
more than we thought,” Webber
said. “How short do traders want
to be [on] freight if the market
keeps reacting like that to merchant volumes?”
Cargoes from Qatar and Austra
lia have fairly predictable voyage
lengths, given how much is sold
on committed contracts, Webber
points out.
But the cargoes out of the second Sabine Pass train result in
more destination diversity. Webber estimates that 12% of these
cargoes are not tied to a customer
commitment but are freely traded
on a spot basis. He says cargoes
out of Sabine Pass have “voyage
lengths all over the map”.
“Europe was thought to be the
default for those cargoes but many
have headed to South America and
Asia,” he said.
Shipowner GasLog Partners
highlighted Sabine Pass’ outsize

effect on shipping demand during
its last earnings conference call.
It said Sabine Pass cargoes have
average voyage lengths of 22 days,
compared with 15 days to closer
destinations such as Mexico and
Europe.
GasLog chief executive Andrew
Orekar says a month-long outage at
the Gorgon LNG plant off Western
Australia from late November last
year resulted in more S abine Pass
cargoes heading to Asia, “which
was excellent for tonne miles”.
MULTIPLIER EFFECT
The vessel multiplier effect from
the US export trains could translate to demand for up to 90 ships
through to 2020 as 50 million
tonnes of new US LNG export
capacity becomes available, Orekar
says.
Webber says it is unclear if all of
the proposed US capacity will
come online. Only about 21 million
tonnes of LNG export capacity has

received construction permits
from the federal government, and
about 12 million tonnes of that is
actually under construction.
But he is encouraged by new
developments such as the Golden
Pass LNG project near Sabine Pass
receiving an export licence. Its
sponsors, Qatar Petroleum and
ExxonMobil, could decide to sell
more spot cargoes once the plant
is completed.
In the near term, Webber believes another round of spikes in
spot shipping rates could be in the
offing through to 2018. Sabine Pass
has started its third train, with the
first cargo expected in June. A
fourth train will come online in
the second half of this year.
The Dominion Cove Point LNG
project in Maryland is also slated
to come online in the second half.
“We wouldn’t be surprised to see
the growing pains from an emerging merchant LNG market drive
another rate spike,” Webber said.

With a flurry of new offices being
opened across Asia, the Indian
Register of Shipping (IRClass) is
actively seeking to add Asian shipowners as part of a drive to expand
its books.
IRClass, which revealed last
week that it was in the process of
opening new offices in Indonesia
and the Philippines, is hoping the
addition of non-Indian owners
will help it meet its target of expanding the size of its register by
three million gross tons this year.
The society, which became a full
member of the International Association of Classification Societies
(IACS) in 2010 and obtained European Union recognition in 2016,
is also hoping to get “recognised
organisation” (RO) status in other
Asian countries that it currently
has representative offices in, such
as Singapore.
IRClass managing director
Suresh Sinha tells TradeWinds
that not having RO status in Singapore, despite having a presence
in the city-state since 2002, has
precluded it from being able to
classify Singaporean-flag ships.
“We are doing all the big flags
except Singapore,” he said. “We
have had several meetings with
the Maritime and Port Authority
of Singapore so we hope that this
can be done soon.”
IRClass currently enjoys recognitions from 36 maritime administrations across the globe, and
Sinha says it is working on another 16, including Cyprus, Greece,
Indonesia, the Philippines and
Middle Eastern countries such as
Saudi Arabia.
Approximately 20% of the 1,700
ships totalling 12.7 million gross
tons that are under full class with
IRClass are flagged outside of India under 24 different flag administrations.
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Asian private-equity player Veltinis
International leaps into cruise game
Jonathan Boonzaier
Singapore

Macau-based Veltinis International, which supplies funds to
the securities market, has entered
the Asian cruise business by acquiring an elderly cruiseship that
has spent the past year laid up off
Hong Kong.
The first vessel in the Veltinis
fleet is the 15,800-gt Starry Metropolis (built 1976), which last traded

for Hong Kong casino cruise operator Metropolis Cruise before
a downturn in the Asian casino
cruise trade sent it into extended
layup.
The ship seems destined for continued service in the Asian casino
cruise trade, according to postings
on Veltinis’ Facebook page.
Although shipping registers
have yet to record any change of
ownership and operator, the Starry Metropolis has undergone a dry

docking and refurbishment at a
Hong Kong shipyard, and its return to service is imminent.
Metropolis Cruise, once the largest player in the Hong Kong casino
cruise business with three ships,
now only has the 18,500-gt Oriental Dragon (built 1972) in active service.
Its 17,300-gt Metropolis (built
1972) cashed in its chips a couple
of years ago and remains in layup
in Hong Kong awaiting disposal.

FLEET FIRST: Veltinis International’s debut vessel, the 15,800-gt
Starry Metropolis (built 1976), in dry dock in Hong Kong  Photo: Veltinis

